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CSUC trustees postpone
decision on pay proposal

MO

by Tom Mays
Further discussion on the new
salary proposal for faculty of the
California State University and
Colleges system has been postponed
by the board of trustees, according
to CSUC acting Vice Chancellor
Robert Kyndell.
At the close of the September
board meeting yesterday in Long
Beach, trustees decided to reintroduce the proposal as an information item in November, so that
interested parties can discuss the
provisions in more detail.
"There was a fair amount of
discussion during the meeting by the
(statewide) Academic Senate, who
expressed concern over whether
there was actually a need for the
new pay scheme," Kyndell said.
The new proposal would increase the number of salary advancement steps from five to 15 in
each faculty rank (lecturer,
assistant professor, full professor
and decrease salary advancements
from the present 5 percent to 2.5
percent.
Step advancements would then
be awarded on merit rather than on
an automatic basis.
The Congress of Faculty

not
Associations I CFA ), was
successful in getting the board to
disregard the entire proposal during
the meeting," according to CFA
President Bill Crist.
"We will, however, continue to
pursue the unfair labor practice
charges we filed against the
Chancellor’s Office," Crist said.
CFA filed the charge on Sept. 16,
claiming that the chancellor
proposed the new salary scheme in
secrecy, without prior consultation
with faculty members or the
Academic Senate.
The charge has been filed with
the Public Employment Relations
Board, which can seek an injunction
to stop trustees from considering the
proposal. The hearing for the charge
has been rescheduled for Oct. 21 in
Los Angeles.
Crist also said that the United
Professors of California UPC) does
not intend to discuss the new
proposal with the board because of
the union’s opposition to it.
"I think there should be consultation with all faculty members
and the board so we can indicate
clearly what we feel is wrong with
the proposal," Crist said.

At the November board
meeting, Kyndell said board
members will hear arguments
regarding the structure of the
proposal and discuss possible
revisions suggested by the faculty.
Kyndell said the board wants its
direction to be "open-ended," adding that it wants "to get people’s
advice and take advantage of it."
He also said that the postponement will give academic senate
members a chance to discuss the
proposal in November, prior to the
board meeting.
"The biggest issue in the
proposal is whether it will provide
the CSUC system with a better
competitive edge in hiring faculty
members," Kyndell said.
While Kyndell said that the new
merit system would give campus
presidents a better chance in
maintaining and recruiting qualified
faculty members, both the CFA and
UPC have expressed concern
recently that the merit system is
generally unfair to all faculty
members in the system.

-continued on page:)
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Bill Santi, director of sponsored programs, listens to public forum at Wednesday’s A.S
meeting

A.S. board okays funds
for six university groups
by Stephen D. Stroth
The Associated Students board
of directors approved requests by
six campus organizations for a total
of $5,891 in grants and $1,855 in loans
during its meeting Wednesday afternoon.
The board granted $2,461 to
Hillel, a Jewish studies
organization; $2,090 for the Office of
Veteran’s Affairs; $990 for the A.S.
clerical staff; and $350 for the
Spanish Theater.
Loans by the board went to the
Spartan Oriocci, an Asian social
club, for $1,760, and the Pan-African
Student Union, which received a $95
loan.
Requests do not become official
until approved by SJSU President
Gail Fullerton. Fullerton is expected
to sign the requests within the next

few weeks, according to A.S.
President Mike Medina.
The request for the A.S. clerical
staff by A.S. business office administrator Jean Lenart was expected to cause a call for an
executive session, according to
Medina.
The board, however, did not go
into executive session.
An executive session would have
excluded the public and the press
due to the discussion of personnel
matters, a right granted all
legislative bodies under the Ralph
Brown Act.
Lenart was requesting funds to
compensate for a non-budgeted
salary increase for the two members
of the A.S. clerical staff, which she
had granted over the summer.
Lenart granted a 9.75 percent

Police students losing
’practical’ experience,
A.J. majors complain
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Ronald Reagan and U.S. Rep. McCloskey present a united Republican front at a speech in Sunnyvale.

Gains McCloskey ’s support

Reagan visits Sunnyvale;
promises stable economy
by Wayne Norton
Republican Congressman Paul
McCloskey of Menlo Park yesterday
publicly endorsed presidential
contender Ronald Reagan during
the candidate’s campaign swing
through Sunnyvale.
McCloskey shared the speaker’s
platform with the former California
governor during Reagan’s speech,
yesterday, at the Western Electric
plant in Sunnyvale.
By endorsing Reagan. McCloskey ended speculation that he
might waver from the party line and
throw his support behind Independent presidential candidate
John Anderson.
"In the end," McCloskey told
reporters, "the choice in this
election is between Jimmy Carter

and Ronald Reagan. Anderson
doesn’t have a chance."
McCloskey said that the Carter
inconsistent
administration’s
foreign policy was a major consideration in his decision to support
Reagan.
"Four more years of Carter will
be disastrous," he said.
The theme of Reagan’s lunchtime speech was the need to reverse
the decline of productivity in U.S.
business.
"We must rebuild our
productivity." Reagan told the
estimated 2,500 people in the
audience. "We must improve
business confidence."
The Republican challenger said
he would accomplish that by
establishing a "predictable"

economy so that business leaders
can confidently invest in research
and development.
that
claimed
Reagan
streamlined patent procedures
would "encourage new and innovative products."
As a further incentive to spur
productivity, Reagan said he would
favor raising the current "stifling
depreciation rates."
In yesterday’s speech, Reagan,
as he often has during the campaign,
called for the end to what he calls the
"over-regulation of the American
economy."
"I would review existing
regulations and establish greater
congressional and presidential
control over the regulatory
process," he said.
-continued on back page

Board

by David Jacob
The Administration of Justice Department is losing credibility, according to some of the majors within the department, because the program
has become more theoretical than practical, and there is a lack of faculty
response to student wishes.
One of the main complaints is that the loss of the Weapons in Law Enforcement class, which was dropped three semesters ago, took away one of
the more practical elements of the A.J. program, Steve Caniglia, a law
enforcement senior, said.
The course emphasis was on the philosophical, social and political
implications of force as well as teaching the application of firearm
techniques, weapons and safety.
Caniglia said that the students tried to get a petition to the faculty
suggesting reinstatement of the weapons class, but the faculty was
unresponsive.
The students are mistaken about the loss of the gunnery, explained A.J.
Chairman Dr. Harry Allen.
"It is still offered as an individual study and will be available next
semester as A.J. 180," he said.
But the real problem began in 1972 when the university wanted to
dismiss the Administration of Justice Department, according to Allen,
because it was "too practical."
Outside advisers in the field said that it was more important to teach
how to think and make judgments rather than duplicate what most two-year
colleges offer.
They said that we must move into criminal justice as a system by
teaching principles instead of being a "cop school," Allen explained.
Some people think that jobs in law enforcement are shrinking, but they
are not, Allen said, although he admitted that the corrections area has had
problems after Prop. 13.
Advanced Criminal Investigation was another course that Caniglia said
was dropped, although A.J. clerical assistant Judie Geiss said it is a class
offered every other year and will be offered next semester again.
"My complaint," explained Tony Robinson, who is a law enforcement
senior, "is that as we go through the A.J. Department, we have no advantage
over other students, even high school students, because the program is filled
with theory.
"It seems like we don’t know more than anyone else," he said, "and
graduate with a degree that is not respected."
Former A.J. major Terry Tong said that a lot of the courses taught in the
department are the same as what is offered through sociology.
Tong, who finished his major requirements last semester and is
presently completing a political science minor, said that A.J. students feel
like "why should I go here when I can get the same theories from
sociology’"’
Students are advised to take a minor other than sociolog- because of the
overlap, Tong said.
The department has closed off student motivati.... o,
;Ia. the
weapons class and turning the shooting range - located in the basem..,t of
MacQuarrie Hall - over to the ROTC, even though it was originally built for
the Administration of Justice Department, Tong said.
The point most emphasized by Tong, Caniglia and Robinson, is that a
degree from the A.J. Department does not give any advantage in the job
market because students don’t become well-rounded.
Part of what the students are saying is wrong, according to assistant
professor Henry Prager. Courses like the weapons clam were dropped
because they are the types of thing that will be taught in training through the
police academy.
-continued on page 3

cost of living salary increase for all
full-time A.S. employees. The
budget for this year called for only a
7 percent cost of living salary increase.
In order to compensate for the
2.75 difference between the budgeted
salary increase and the new increase, Lenart requested $990 from
the A.S.
Rumors of a possible executive
session arose when members
questioned Lenart’s authority to
grant the raise to all full-time A.S.
employees, who include the A.S.
business office employees in addition to the two-person AS. clerical
staff.
However, board member Bill
Santi called for a budget amendment that would officially raise the
cost of living salary increase in this
year’s budget to mirror the 9.75
percent increase already granted by
Lenart.
The amendment passed and
then the board approved Lenart’s
request, thereby providing funds to
compensate for the salary increase
and avoiding the call for an
executive session.
The board also accepted an
amended proposal by Hillel that
provided $2,461 for the group’s
"informational and educational"
speaker schedule.
The board rejected a program
planned by Hillel that was to be "an
educational resource for students on
the definition of cults," according to
Hillel president Pamela Singer.
According to A.S. Controller
Tom Fil, the board was fearful of
funding what might amount to a
religious debate, since a campus
Carp representative said he would
demand equal time if Carp was
mentioned by the speaker.
The board accepted an alternative program titled "The Jewish
Woman in Contemporary Society,"
scheduled for February.
In addition to the Hillel request,
the Office of Veteran’s Affairs
received $2,090 in funding for its
newsletter, "Better Days."
The board also granted the
Spanish Theater $350 for a play this
fall.
A.S. loans went to the Spartan
Oriocci and the Pan-African Student
Union for dances each group will
hold. The loans are to be repayed by
the end of the semester.
The general fund, from which all
the allocations made by the board
are taken, was divided in order to
cover both the fall and spring
semesters.
The general fund, which stood at
$88,357 at the beginning of the year,
was diiided so the board may use
$43,178 in the fall semester and
$43,178 in the spring semester.
The division was made after
$1,000 was taken out for an
"emergency fund."
After the day’s allocations, the
A.S. general fund stood at $21,732.
The board also announced,
during A.S. Vice President Rebecca
Graveline’s roport, that the director
of student services. Michael
Wangeman, resigned from the
board.
Personnel Director Larry
Brightwell said that the position is
now open to applicants. Applications
can be obtained at the A.S. office on
the second floor of the Student
Union.
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Genetic technology raises questions
by Mary Apanasewicz
staff Writer

Humankind is about to enter a
new age of technology. We are
standing at the threshold of a society
similar to the one depicted in Aldous
Huxley’s "A Brave New World."
Test-tube babies have been
created in a laboratory, successfully
implanted in a woman’s womb and
born. Laboratory experiments have
proven that cloning is possible.
Sperm banks are open for business
and one even operates mail-order
style.
These new alternatives in

reproduction will undoubtedly
enhance the world’s knowledge of
genetics, medicine and other
sciences, but how will it alter nature
and society as we know it?
With sperm banks and test-tube
babies becoming a feasible and
possible reality for the general
public, many legal and moral
questions are bound to arise.
A recent article in the San Jose
Mercury raised questions of some of
the legal problems that could occur
if a couple has a child under these
conditions.
If a test-tube baby is born

deformed or retarded, can the
parents sue the doctor for
malpractice?
Because the identity of a sperm
donor is kept confidential, children
can have the same father and different mothers. What if a halfbrother and sister should marry?
Would this be considered an incestuous relationship? Could their
offspring be genetically malformed?
These are important questions
to consider.
However, it is the question of
eugenics that disturbs me the most.
The owners and/or operators of

the sperm banks decide who will get
the sperm. Could this lead to
government or scientific control
over human reproduction?
Robert Graham opened a sperm
bank in 1977 with the plan to breed
superior children by impregnating
women with high I.Q.s with the
sperm of Nobel Prize winners.
Women apply by written application to Graham’s Repository
for Germinal Choice. The applications are screened and then
Graham and his committee of
physicians decide who gets to be
impregnated with the sperm of a

Nobel laureate.
This program is above board in
that its intentions are clearly stated - women of average or below
average intelligence need not apply.
is
attitude
this
But
discriminatory and frightening. In
and
the future, will "average" men
women be told that they can not
have children through artificial or
natural methods? Or, like Dr.
William Shockley suggests, will
these persons, as well as those with
genetic diseases, such as diabetes,
epilepsy, etc..., be "induced" not to
reproduce by offering them financial compensation? In short, a bribe.
Shockley said in an interview
with Playboy magazine, "I don’t

think the right should be given
equally to everyone to have
children..."
It is this kind of supremist attitude that frightens and disturbs
me.
Opinions like these were heard
40 years ago when Hitler was in
power and are preached daily by the
Ku Klux Klan and the modern Nazi
Party.
With the door opening to our own
20th Century brave new world, we
are going to have to consider the
legal entanglements and moral
injustices that could occur if we bow
to technology and forget we are
human.

City Council needs
salary increases
by Mary Washburn
Stall Writer

_letters
Bookstore
should be sued
Editor:
As long as the Spartan
Bookstore is requiring that no
bookbags be brought into the store,
they have an implicit legal
obligation to provide a safe place
within the store for students to place
their belongings, while shopping
within the store. Since Jim Wolfe’s
belongings were stolen in a non-safe
area for belongings, provided within
the store, he has grounds to sue in
small claims court.
The primary reason that
Auxiliary Enterprises and Spartan
Shops get away with their unfair and
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sometimes illegal policies, is
because students are lazy and
therefore unwilling to use the legal
processes that exist to protect us. It
strikes me as ironic that on Sept. 23
the Daily featured an article on
tenants’ rights that mentioned a
landlord may not impose a new
charge on renters that is not
specifically mentioned in the renter’s contract meanwhile, all of the
good little dormies are going to have
to fork over $35 for a phone even if
they don’t want one that is a
violation of their dorm contract by
Auxiliary Enterprises, but no one
seems to care.
I’m positive that if Wolfe sued,
within hours the bookstore would
have a manned book check. As for
me, I simply don’t patronize the
bookstore anymore. The fact that
they demand that I leave my
belongings outside of the store’s
main area and provide an unsafe
area without a care af, to if my
things get stolen, gives me the
message that since they’re the only
bookstc, o on campus, they feel they
All you
can do as they pleas
marketing ma Hs take note: the old
book check area was taken away to
mike room fc,: more selLng space.
As for Jim Wolfe, I don’t have a
whole lot of sympathy for him. He
ought to sue them or quit whinning.
J.D. Anderson
Business, senior

Manager’s
letter ’immature’
Editor:
Dining Commons manager Bob
Woodward’s acerbic response
Letter un food "horse manure,"
Sept. 23) to our letter addressing
Dining Commons food policy seems
to be more an immature exercise in
character assasination than a
mature and rational effort to
repudiate our complaints.
To set the record straight, our
reason for writing our original letter
was not to attack Mr. Woodward’s
character or to use the Dining
Commons as a "scapegoat" to vent
our frustrations upon. We wrote our
letter to express what we honestly
perceive as unpleasant shortcomings in the quality of food and
the way that food is served in the
Dining Commons.
Mr. Woodward can call us all the
names he wants to and impugn our
motives till the proverbial freezing
over of hell, but that apes not make
the lines any shorter or the food
!especially breakfasts any better.
Furthermore, despite Mr. Wood -

ward’s claim that dorm students are
indeed entitled to three meals a day
and more, he is on public record as
saying that when too many people
start showing up for meals, the
quality of subsequent meals is
deliberately reduced until the
number of people eating in the
Dining Commons goes back down
again.
In his letter, Mr. Woodward
nobly encourages students to express their views on Dining Commons food service and policy "either
in letters to the editor or to me in
person." All we can say about this, is
that one of us has tried repeatedly to
talk to Mr. Woodward and has been
dismissed each time either by Mr.
Woodward himself or by his
secretary on the grounds that he is
busy or not there, and letters to the
editor, if ci itical, seem likely to
provoke the same kind of response
that ours did
Steve Curless
Psychology, senior
Doug Snider
Psychology, graduate

Does writer
have a Ph.D.?
Editor:
In response to the letter written
by Sheryl Kaplan on Sept. 24, we are
overjoyed to find that she is a PhD in
criminal psychology. She must have
arrived at her brilliant analysis,
"Men rape women out of fear that
they are losing control over them..."
after many years of in-depth
research at several California state
penal institutions, rather than being
the south end of of a northbound
horse lost somewhere in the Library
Science Department.
Bret Veilding
Foreign Language,
junior
Scott Steele
Business Administration,
senior

Rape problem
not so simple
Editor:
In response to Sheryl Kaplan’s
letter on S..:pt. 21, "Equality answer
to Rap.! Problem," I would like to
suggest that the problem of rape is
not so simple as she appears to
believe. She states: "Men rape
women out of fear that they are
losing control over them, because

women are not passively bowing
down to men anymore."
This is possibly a minor cause in
a few rape cases, but it is extremely
unlikely to be a major one. Men have
been raping women for thousands of
years, unfortunately, long before
women began to become "equal."
Granted, many men who commit
rape, perhaps most, do so almost
solely in order to exercise power
over the woman. However, these
individuals, usually disturbed, seek
this power because they are intrinsically insecure, not "out of fear
they are losing control" over
women. The sort of "teaching"
proposed by Kaplan, though
laudable, would have little effect on
this or any other type of rapist.
Stanley Smith
Spanish, graduate

Cameras are
waste of money
Editor:
lam outraged at the proposal by
the Campus Security Committee to
spend a portion of the $500,000
allotted to SJSU for security on
surveillance cameras which would
scan the Student Union, Seventh and
San Carlos and Seventh and San
Fernando areas. I question the use
of the highly sophisticated device to
keep a close mechanical eye on
everyone walking through campus.
Certainly the money could be better
spend on security staffing and improved lighting.
It was the people
angry
women and men, students and staff
whose desperate plea was answered
by the grant of the money, and it
should be these groups that the
university should listen to, not some
behind the doors committee that
doesn’t even have one female
member I the Campus Security
Committee).
I plead with the administration
to see the need for a full-time
security coordinator and I echo the
comments heard in the A.S. Board of
Directors’ meeting, that the use of
is
hauntingly
the
cameras
reminiscent of George Orwell’s "Big
Brother" in "1984." University
Police chief has, through A.S.
President Mike Medina and the
Independent Weekly, solicited the
response of students on the camera
proposal. I encourage all concerned
through letters to the
to respond
newspapers, AS., the administration and Chief Quinton.
Kathleen Cordova
New College

Citizens of San Jose will have an opportunity this November to move the
city’s government closer to that of the big city that it has become and a step
away from the small town that it used to be.
A citywide measure on the November ballot would allow the San Jose
City Council to set the salaries of the mayor and council members by ordinance every other year. The salaries would be based on the recommendation of a salary-setting commission appointed by the civil service
commission.
This charter amendment is long overdue.
The City Council is responsible for the governance of one of the largest
cities in the country.
Members attend weekly meetings, sit on special boards and commissions, handle problems from their constituents and represent the city at
various functions,
To be able to vote intelligently on the complex issues the city faces,
members must take time lobe well-versed on these issues.
It is at least a full-time job.
For their efforts, council members are paid a token $400 a month. The
mayor gets a whopping $600. I They all get a couple of hundred dollars more
for sitting on special boards.)
This is a ridiculously low amount.
We need to be able to offer professional salaries if we expect to get
professional governors into public office.
Members of the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors receive $24,856
a year.
Our City Council members often face the same issues the board does, or
different facets of them, yet we pay them a base salary of only $4,800 a year.
One person could hardly survive on this salary, let alone a family of any
size.
For this reason, many of the present councilmembers are either supported by a spouse or are lucky and wealthy enough to arrange their work
schedules around their council positions.
For the most part, the option of serving on the City Council is limited to
people who fall into these categories.
Fears that the council will take advantage of its salary-setting powers
should be appeased by realizing that the members will have to face their
constituents for re-election.
With a new district-elected council taking office next year, the time is
right for the adoption of Measure F.
If we want a professional, big city council, we are going to have to pay
for it.

What do you think?
Question: Should 1 0th and 11th
streets be open to two-way traffic?
"I would say yes. It would make
parking easier. I think the traffic
congestion around campus is a big
hassle."
Lisa Demordy
Aeronautical Engineering,
sophomore

"Hell, yes. I think it would be more
convenient. But the streets would have
to be widened if made two-way to make
traffic flow easier."
Steve Chechowich,
Interior Design,
senior

"I don’t think so, because it would
create more traffic than we have now.
It’s better right now. Two-way streets
would have more congestion because
of turning lanes."
Brian Belgarde,
Biology, freshman

"Definitely should not be changed.
The streets should remain one-way. If
they were made two-way, it would
cause the problem of clogging up
traffic back to the freeway. More lights
would have to be put in and that would
cost the city more money."
Dean Macias
Interior Design, senior
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SJ police lower Construction to begin
hiring standards on new state offices
-continued from page 1
"I think they could make an argument on some of the
orientation courses," Prager said. "The general orientation has turned toward a theoretical mode rather than
vocational."
The department teaches more than how to handcuff
and shoot, Prager said.
Prager said that if the students feel the faculty is only
teaching theory, they are ignorant of the program.
Currently, the San Jose Police Department has
dropped its requirement that recruits must have 60
college units, explained Prager, but this may change in
the future, he said.
According to San Jose Police recruiter Russell
LeGault, the previous requirement of 60 eollege units
could have been in any area, including "advanced basket
weaving."
The reason that the police have lowered their
recruiting standards, explained LeGault. was to widen the
range of possible recruits so that the department could
meet the court mandate requiring one-third bilinguals
Spanish-English) for San Jose.
LeGault said that the college graduate, and especially
an Administration of Justice major, would get more pay
than non-college officers and have a better opportunity for
advancement.
"An officer can’t take the sergea:As exam without at
least two years of college," he said.
Another aspect that LeGault emphasized was that the
academy teaches all the practical aspects of law enforcement, including practicing actual car stops and
felony and misdemeanor arrests, along with classroom
courses.
"It is a good combination of both," LeGault said.
"They (recruits) get bored with only classroom."
The academy does not offer enough time for individuals, Tong explained. And he also pointed out that not
all A.J. majors want to become police officers.
There were three areas to the Administration of
Justice Department: law enforcement, corrections and
security. The security program was dropped last
semester.
Tong, who works in the offices of assistant professor
Photo by Rob SInnott Richard W. Chang and instructor Peter C. Unsinger, said
Lancelot the unicorn, a product of a secret breeding process by the Los that the department is going downhill, and part of the
reason is that courses are not what the students expected.
Gatos -based Living Unicorn Corporation, frolics with Morning Glory

One of a kind

Rose -eating unicorn
not mythical beast
by David Jacob
A unicorn named
Lancelot was recently seen
eating a lettuce lunch near
the corner of San Carlos
and 10th streets.
Lancelot has been
mistaken for a dog, a goat,
a sheep and even a
rhinocerous, according to
the two people who raised
him, Otter G’Zell and
Morning Glory. "Few
people are prepared to
meet a living unicorn."
The patented methods
of breeding that G’Zell and
Glory used to produce
Lancelot on their Northern
California farm are well kept secrets.
Lancelot came to San
Jose from his Los Gatos
home to appear in a
television program called
"Inner Faith is People."
The program was aired
last week and will also be
shown tomorrow at 5:30
p.m. on Gill Cable Channel
2B.
Lancelot, the world’s

Marchers need
cash and health
The SJSU marching band must do two things before it
can go to the Parade of Roses on New Year’s Day, according to band leader Carl Chevellard.
The members have to raise an additional $6,000 and
must get in shape for the "exhausting six-mile hike."
The trip will cost $16,000, Chevellard said, and the
band already has $8,000 plus commitments from various
civic organizations amounting to another $2,000.
The band shouldn’t have much trouble getting the
additional $6,000, Chevellard said.
Members of the band are working on various fund
raising activities.,
Last Sunday, the band played during half-time at the
Oakland Raider-Washington Redskin football game,
Chevellard said.
The band will also be having a bowling contest to help
raise money. Chevellard said that this one eve, it could get
the rest of the money for the band.
"While $16,000 sounds like a lot, it amounts to a little
over $100 for each of the 150 people going," Chevellard
said.
The money will be used to hire three buses to get the
band members down to Pasadena and "to cart them
around for three days," and to house and feed them, as
well, Chevellard said.
In addition to becoming financially solvent, the band
must be physically fit as well, Chevellard said. The
members of the band will be working on their marching
all semester long to get in shape, he said.

only living unicorn, was hoofed" mammal with a
at
the single horn was not
recently
Pleasure possible.
Renaissance
Mann
Faire in
County
G’Zell and Glory unshowing off his soft, silklike coat and pointed horn covered the secret of the
in the faire’s 16th Century unicorn during the fall of
setting. He will soon go 1976.
home for the breeding
According
to j the
season.
booklet put out by his
Lancelot was born owners, Lancelot’s destiny
during the spring equinox will be to make personal
of 1980 and is referred to as appearances at apthe first medieval unicorn propriate occasions and to
in nearly 500 years.
star in movies and
Two weeks after his television.
birth, his horn began to
grow, emerging in the
"He loves little girls
center of his head. These best and plays gently with
things are explained in a them," the booklet exbooklet put out by his plains.
owners.
It goes on to say that
G’Zell and Glory are
naturalists who have eating roses is one of his
pursued the study of finest pleasures.
legendary animals and
defied the "death blow
The finest large-scale American surrealist film ever made.
given to the unicorn" by
Oddly enticing. often tunny. superbly acted and
Georges Cuvier in 1812.
ingeniously written by William (The Exorcist) Peter Blatty."
Cuvier, known as the
-People Magazine
father of paleontology,
declared that a "cloven -

Art alumni auction
Department
Art
Chairman Fred Spratt first
had the idea for an art
alumni association in 1970.
However, because there
were "some distractions"
in the early ’70s and Spratt
was no longer chairman,
the first meeting of the Art
Alumni Association won’t
be until Oct. 7 of this year,
he said.
The
association’s
purposes are to promote
the interests of the
department and university
and to keep contact with
alumni and friends of the
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Art Department, according
to Spratt.
The first project that
the alumni will be involved
with is an art exhibition
and auction.
SJSU alumni and
faculty will donate works of
art for the auction, the
proceeds of which will go
toward scholarships for art
students.

by Mary Washburn
Architects for the new state office
building to be constructed two blocks west
of campus describe it as "a shopping
center for state services."
The building, scheduled to undergo
construction early next month, will house
22 state agencies.
An open-air pedestrian area within the
building will be bordered by alternating
courtyards and office spaces to give a
"checkered" effect.
To be constructed between Second and
Third streets, the building’s main entrance
will face the Paseo de San Antonio fountain.
The three-story building is designed to
conserve energy, especially in heating and
cooling.
Office areas will be close to natural
light in order to reduce the need for artificial light.
Through the use of energy saving
devices, the building is expected to consume 70 percent less energy per year than

a conventionally designed building of the
same size and purpose.
The city of San Jose plans to construct
a parking garage next to the state
building, bordering on San Carlos Street.
The 575-space garage will be built
after the first of the year, when the lease
expires on the Bank of America building
currently located on the site.
Some of the parking stalls will be
leased to the state for its use, but the
remainder will be open for public use.
The building was kept at three stories
to encourage the use of stairs, rather than
elevators.
According to John Puisha of the state
architect’s office, the building was
designed to look like "a part of the city."
As part of the master plan for the area,
the building is designed to fit in with retail
and smaller shops along the Paseo de San
Antonio.
A groundbreaking ceremony for the
new facility is scheduled for the morning
of Oct. 2 at 10:30.

Union opposes
merit system
-continued from page 1
The union’s basic objections to a merit system
are that it doesn’t regard
actual years of service and
that the basis for merit
could be political and thus
a threat to academic freedom in the classroom.
Crist said thAt the
campus presidents, and not
the chancellor, had the
biggest hand in authoring
the proposal.
"In five yeras of attending board meetings,"
he said, "I have never
heard campus presidents

speak so much on any
issue."
The vice chancellor
said that the board usually
moves directly on salary
issues which are normally proposed on November
but added that the new
faculty salary proposal is
complex and needs more
time for consideration.
The proposal will be introduced as an action item
at the board’s meeting in
January.

MT. ST. HELENS
IS A
BIG ASH -HOLE
T-shirt for sale.
For information
call 287-8258

Business
seminar
The San Jose Chamber
of Commerce will sponsor
a Women in Business Seminar on Saturday, Oct. 4, at
SJSU.
The seminar, to be held
in the Student Union from
9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., will
include two workshops.
Workshop topics from
which to choose include:
wardrobe, time management, management techniques, getting started the
first year, organizational
methods and public speaking techniques.
Cost of the seminar is
$20, including lunch.
For more information,
call Pauline Millard at the
San Jose Chamber of Commerce, 998-7000.

PairiL OE TOE ORJENT
DELICIOUSLY AFFORDABLE PHIL IPPINE CUISINE

OPEN: MONDAY SATURDAY
11:00 a.m. - 9:00p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
5835 Cottle Rd. - San Jose
In the ORCHARD PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
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Free Concert Recital and Master
Class on Friday, September 26.
Concert begins at 11:00 a.m. In
Student Union Ballroom.
Master Class begins at 12:30 in
Music Bld ., Room 211
Public Concert , Saturday, Sept. 27 In
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 8 p.m.
For ticket info., call 277-2807
FUNDED BY
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Pave 4

sportS

September 28

SJSU polo policy questioned
by Jim WoLfe
According to Stanford
water polo coach Dante
Dettamanti, the way the
SJSU water polo team has
is
downhill
gone
disgraceful.
for
disgrace
"It’s a
them to let the program go
down to where it is now,
Dettamanti said.
"I don’t know how they
expect to keep 12 sports
when they don’t care about
water polo," he added.
was
Dettamanti
referring to the fact that if
SJSU has fewer than 12
sports, then they will lose
NCAA Division I ranking.
If SJSU were to lose its
Division I standing, it
would play teams of less
quality, and, accordingly,
fewer fans would show up
for the games.
He said that he understood that SJSU was
"de-emphasizing" water
polo.
Dettamanti tried to
explain the rationale of the
Athletic Department at
SJSU. He said that when
the school starts hurting
for money, the first sport to
go is water polo.
"It doesn’t make sense
to cut it out, because the
sport costs so little to
support," Dettamanti said.
Last year, the SJSU
water polo team budget
was about $14,000, of which
$6,000 was grants-in-aid.
There
were
no
scholarships for the team
this year.
"Our water polo team
five
full -ride
gets
scholarships," Dettamanti
said.
"Each grant-in-aid is
worth $9,000," the coach
said.

Volleyballers face tough tests
in San Jose Invitational tourney
by Joan Casserly
Arorriclate Spurts rAlltor

It will be a hectic and
challenging weekend for
the Lady Spartans as they
play host in the fourth
annual San Jose State
Invitational Volleyball
Tournament.
The action begins
today when SJSU competes
against Cal Poly -San Lois
Obispo at 4 p.m., Purdue at
6 p.m., and Tennessee at 8
p.m. in PER 101 ( women’s
gym).
Other teams participating in the invitational are Texas,
University of the Pacific,
UC-Irvine and Stanford.
The tournament is
saturated with talented
teams.
Last year’s winner,
Pacific, is returning the
same starting team as they
had last season when they
went undefeated in the
tournament. The Tigers
are currently 8-1 on the
season, suffering their only
defeat at the hands of the
No. 1 nationally ranked
University of Southern
by Sal Brombefger
California. Pacific is
ranked third in the nation.
SJSU goalie Jan Erickson readies to block a shot by California’s Monte Momford in a pre -season
features
Pacific
game won by the Bears 10-5 earlier this month. The Spartans play at Stanford at 11 a.m, tomorrow
InAssociation
of
and have their home opener Monday night against Hayward State in Independence High School.
tercollegiate Athletes for
Women All-American
This season Stanford is win against SJSU,
Unlike the SJSU the site of SJSU matches.
Nancy Lancaster, who is a
therefore, he will be starting setter.
The game has been 7-1 to SJSU’s 2-2.
Athletic Department, the
Stanford
season,
Last
playing his second string
money for Stanford’s moved to Monday at 7:30
Middle-blocking is a
was 23-5-1 and third in the most of the match.
sports is raised strictly p.m.
solid position for the Tigers
Championships.
for
don’t
Unfortunately
With
a
sevento
nineNCAA
They
donations.
from
due to 5-11 senior Kim
SJSU’s record in 1979 man squad, it’s pretty hard McDonald from Redwood
get any money from the SJSU, the game against
to win, he said.
Stanford will not be was 15-17.
state for their sports.
City.
Right now, Stanford is
MacNaMa was DetHayward State, slated postponed. The game is set
Pacific will lose five of
ranked "first or second" in tainanti’s assistant coach their six starters at the
to play SJSU’s water polo for 11 a.m. Saturday.
is
Stanford
the NCAA, according to for water polo during conclusion of this season,
team tonight, postponed
because it had problems "awesome," according to Dettamanti.
Dettamanti’s first year but stands a good chance of
Dettamanti is con- coaching
Stanford’s
finding transportation to Mike MacNaMa, and the
repeating in the infident that his team will poloists.
Independence High School, school’s record shows this.
vitationals.
Th.e University of
Tenness ,e Lady Volunteers finished last year
with a record of 34-11 and
were not a participating
team in the invitational last
The SJSU cross should be good for the fifth, year. The Lady Volunteers
country team will be sixth and seventh men, defeated the University of
featured, along with 25 because they don’t possess San Francisco, three out of
four games on Wednesday
other colleges and clubs, in the leg speed.
lineup in light of Irvine’s in 24 games. He is the
Clark feeLs the heat night.
nation’s third-leading all- the 16th Annual Fresno
injury.
Also featured in the
State Invitational, held at will be a factor on the
"We won’t make any time high school scorer,
Woodward Park tomorrow outcome of the meet. It will tournament is Purdue, who
drastic changes because I with 113 goats in three at 9:30
show who is in shape and finished the 1979 season
a.m.
think Ryan is capable of years. Sanchez scored the
The Spartans will run can last, if the pace is fast with a record of 33-16. The
doing a good job and I want first goal of the season for
Boilermakers are ranked
against such teams as and outgoing
to give him a chance. He the Aztecs against USD.
Nevada -Reno, led by
showed that he can against
Fraser Joaquin Leano; Stanford,
Simon
Sacramento," Menendez University rounds out the
led by Rod Berry; Cal
said.
four-team tourney. Simon
-San Luis Obispo;
The Spartans are Fraser was ranked 17th in Poly
ANTHONY D CAMPAI ,NA .IH
bringing down to San Diego the nation last year with a Camino West Running
Club,
led by Tony
what amounts to a 14-4-1 record and sports a 4Ramirez, hosting Fresno
balanced scoring attack I record this season.
State, led by Tim Holmes;
with four players in the
assorted
other
SJSU’s chances for a and
scoring column.
colleges.
Forward
Sergio regional playoff berth are
The track at Woodward
Cardosa leads the team in enhanced if the Spartans
Park, according to Spartan
501. SANTA CLARA 998-8800 SAN JOSE,
scoring with six goals, four can bring the USIU Soccer
head coach Marshall
coming
against Tournament championship
Clark, is a good, tAigh
Forward trophy home.
Sacramento.
The
tournament course, but it is not a
Giulio Bernardi follows
winner is determined by particularly fast one.
closely with five goals.
the number of wins, losses There are many types of
Defense is also a
and ties during the surfaces on the course,
strength for the Spartans,
weekend. Two points will such as asphalt, dirt roads,
as defenders Rick Azofeifa,
be awarded for a win, one grass, sand and hills, Clark
Mark Tomlin, Gonzalo
point for a tie and zero said.
Sandoval and Javier
"Dan Harvey, (SJSU’s
Margarito have allowed points for a loss. Ties will
only 56 shots on goal and be broken with the total top runner) is better off on
number of points ac- a flat course," Clark said.
four goats in six games.
"But the hills in the course
A balanced team is cumulated.

SJSU soccer team heads South, Cross country team
in invitational
battles USIU, San Diego State,
team balance is key to winning
by Joe Aseo
The SJSU soccer team
will get a trial by fire this
.veekend when they travel
to Sari Diego to play in the
Uni.ed States International
University Soccer Tournament.
The Spartans face
USIU at 3 p.m. tomorrow at
MC Field, and face San
Diego State 1 p.m. Sunday
at Aztec Bowl.
The Spartans’ weekend
opponents are both ranked
teams on the West Coast.
USIU is first ranked in
Division II with a 4-2-1
record and wins over such
soccer powers as Westmont College and SeattlePacific. Its lone losses
were to University of
Southern California and the
University of San Francisco.
San Diego State is
ranked sixth on the West
Coast in Division I with
wins over University of San
Diego and Cal State-Las
Angeles. Its only loss was
to UCLA.
SJSU is currently
ranked fifth on the West
Coast with a4-2 record.
Ryan Moore replaces
injured goalkeeper Britt
Irvine, who suffered a
broken collarbone when he
collided with Sacramento
State forward ’raj
Moussau-aszali Tuesday
night in SJSU’s 8-0 victory.
Moore played well that
night, as he had four saves
and was credited with a
shutout in the Spartans’
victory.
Moore has not played
much, however, as Irvine
played in six games,
totalling 25 saves, allowing
just four goals and getting
two shutouts.
SJSU coach Julie
Menendez is not planning
drastic changes to the

MODERNE DRUG CO.
OPEN TILL MIDN:GHT
EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR
PRESCRIPTIONS

No. 12 in the nation.
a 33-18-2 mark for the 1979
The Cal Poly-San Luis season.
The various games will
Obispo Mustangs, who also
did not compete in the be played either in Spartan
tournament last year, Gym or in Wornen’s Gym
finished the 1979 season 101, Friday starting at 4
p.m. and all day Saturday.
with a 12-10 record.
Stanford, who recently
On Saturday, the top
defeated Purdue in three
pool
straight games is currently two teams from each
5-0 on the season. Stanford will compete, as will the
two teams. These
completed 1979 with a 15-14- bottom
2 record and finished third games will begin at 10 a.m.
in the invitational last
The consolation finals
year.
will be Saturday at 6:45
The University of p.m and the championship
Texas Longhorns compiled game will be at 8:30 p.m.

Women’s hockey
featured in tourney
The SJSU women’s
field hockey team travels
to Long Beach State this
weekend for the Long
Beach State Invitational
tournament.
The six -team tourney
will be organized in a
round-robin. There are two
pools of three teams each.
Pool A consists of Long
Beach State, Stanford and
Washington State. SJSU,
Arizona and California will
play in pool B.
Each team will play
two games within their pool
today. The team with the
best record in each pool
will face each other on the
field in the championship
game on Saturday. The
teams in second and third
places in each pool will also
play each other on
Saturday.
The top two favorite
teams playing in the
tourney are SJSU and Long
Beach, SJSU women’s
sports information director
Steve Rutledge said.
Long Beach and SJSU
were the only teams west of
the Mississippi to be named
in a recent national poll
ranking the top teams of
the nation. Long Beach was

rated third and SJSU was
ranked ninth.
SJSU women’s field
hockey coach Leta Walter
said
the
tournament
competition is very good
and the scores should be
close.
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Get the edge! Prepare to take the

LSAT
Law Schools Admissions Test
Class meets

Saturdays, Jan 17 -Feb 14, 1981.
9 am -12 30pm,
campus
Total fee Is $80 including materials!
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For further information
of Continuing Education
Journalism Classroom Bldg 136B
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
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San Jose State University

Soldiers start college richer.

necessary to beat the
Westerners and the Aztecs.
USIU also features a
balanced scoring attack
with three players in the
scoring column led by
forward David Cross, .who
was named to the All -Far
West Classic team, with
two goals. Midfielders
Khaled Sultan, his brother
Saud Sultan and Hugo
Zayas each have one goal.
The Aztec scoring
punch is just as formidable
with forward Michael
Holmstedt leading the
team in scoring with four
goals.
Freshman
forward
Gilbert Sanchez joins
Holmstedt at forward with
an impressive high school
career, as he led the
nation’s high schools in
scoring in 1979 with 50 goats
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Investing just three years in the Army can get a bright high school graduate an
education fund worth up to $20,100.
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1980

Here’s how:
You enlist in the Army, either for immediate duty or in the Army’s Delayed Entry Program. You contribute between $50 and $75 of your pay each month. The.
government matches your savings two -for -one. If you save the maximum, you’d
have $2,700 of your own money, plus $5,400 in matching funds for college. Total:
$8,100. Then, for enlisting in one of many selected Army specialties, the Army will
add $12,000 more to your fund. Grand total: $20,100 for college after three years.
And only the Army has it. If you enlist for four years, you could also qualify for an
additional cash bonus.
To find out more about how a short hitch in the Army can get you a lot of
money for college, contact your local Army recruiter. (Note: this is a limited offer,
not available everywhere. Call the numbers below for more information).
SSG Richard Nordmann
2326 McKee Rd
San Jose, CA 95116
(408) 259-7185

32 Corning Ave.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 263-3595

Join the people who’ve joined the Army.
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Living legend wows fans at Old Waldorf
by Stephen D. Stroth
Chuck Berry walked
across the stage, picked up
the guitar from its stand
and strapped it on. As he
strummed his first chord,
25 years of rock and roll
history filled the room.
Chuck Berry has been
the living symbol of the
rock and roll era in
America for a quarter of a
century.
His past chronicles
much of the development of
today’s modern pop music,
having greatly influenced
the careers of the Beatles
and the Rolling Stones,
among others.
Last Saturday night at
the Old Waldorf in San
Francisco, diehard rock

Concert
Review
and roll fans came for a
glimpse of rock and roll
history with one of the
industry’s greats.
Berry only performed
for 45 minutes, but did two
shows on Saturday and
Sunday night that had the
house on its feet by shows
end.
"Yeah, it went good
tonight," Berry said after
the first show, relaxing on
a couch in a small
backstage room.
The intensity of his

photo by Roger Woo

Rock and roll great Chuck Berry shows his guitar wizardry during a performance last weekend at the Old Waldorf night club in San Francisco.
performance was mirrored songs that included the piano player Willie Braun,
in his face as he slouched classics "Sweet Little Berry displayed his inon the couch, nursing a Sixteen" and "Role Over strumental talents .by
Berry acting as a third hand on
cigarette and sipping a Beethoven,"
disgarded his casual ap- Braun’s keyboard.
glass of orange juice.
"You know it’s all ad
When the show started, proach to the show and
the crowd stood in applause started to react more with lib up there," Berry said of
as Berry walked on the the crowd and with his his live performances,
music.
"every bit of it."
stage to his waiting guitar.
In a musical duet with
As Berry played, the
After playing three

crowd clapped their hands
and waved their arms.
Although enthused, it was
much more subdued than
the crowds of the ’50s and
’60s that reacted to his
music with more zealous
dancing movements in
their almost religious
pandemonium.
Later. Berry said that
he’s never really tried to
change his performing
style. "I’ve changed, but
my image is the same," he
said. "I didn’t put it there,
so I can’t change it. People
put your image there."
After the duet. Berry
with
flllowed-up
"Nadine," who, as the song
goes, "is always up to
somethin’ new." unlike
Berry, who has stayed with
the same brand of music
and performing style for
the last 25 years.
While Berry played
"Memphis" and two other
songs, he seemed like a
man of age telling stories
about the ageless burdens
of youth.

The crowd certainly
enjoyed Berry’s performance that night. But,
does Berry enjoy it as
much as they do? "I’d have
to say ’no,’ " Berry said,
"not as much any more.
Most of it is, you know,
artistic to me."
Though his performing
style has slowed slightly
with age, as was evident
that night, his songs
remain forever young.
Berry treated his
audience to only a short
glimpse of the famous onelegged kick -walk that
Berry has done for years
while madly playing his
guitar. The walk is a Berry
trademark.
The walk, weak as it
was, went almost unnoticed by the crowd.
Unfortunately,
Berry
didn’t attempt to do it
again.
Despite that weak
showing, the music industry is strained to boast
many who have endured
time and change as he has
"I eat good," Berry
said, explaining his formula for the strength and
durability of his career and
his performing style.

to come up on stage and
dance while he played.
He teased the vocal
crowd when he said, "Ya’ll
want us to quit? Ya’ll want
us to stay? Ya’ll want us to
quit? Ya’ll want us to
play?"
Berry got the greatest
response from the crowd as
the show came to its close
by enticing the crowd to
sing verses of "Reeling and
Rocking."
Though he performs

only 40 days out of the yea
now, Berry said that
content with his livi,i;
’My careei ’
above nt!., especial
I never planner!
he said. ’Di* le
plan, but nothing .
than that."
For
14 c r
longevity in the hus1.,,4,
simple enough
;
career in i mushlonger than a prizet lee
lit".’’ he wild

Weekent’ Maser
The jazz fusion group "’our/l’ our’ pert -iretoday during the noon hour at the
phitheater, kicking off the weekend’s ezii -4
music.
The A.S. Program Board presents Ketchum
Segal on flute and guitar Saturday night et 8 pt.
Morris Daily Auditorium. Tickets are $1 f
students in advance and $2 at the door Generpt
admission ticket prices are $3 in advance and $4 (it
the door. All tickets can be purchased at the Sludenr
Union Business Office, the San Jose Box nffic, 1,1,1
all BASS outlets.

Singer and composer
Bob Dylan once called
Berry the "poet of the
jukebox," recognizing his
contribution toward the
The show ended with
development of more
meaningful, more fluid "Johnny B. Goode" and
"Reeling and Rocking."
lyrics.
Berry earned a
The pleasure on the
faces of the crowd was standing ovation for his
accented by the stomping guitar antics in "Johnny
of feet and the clapping of B. Goode" and called all
the couples in the audience
hands.

MANAGEMENT
Position available
Full or Part Time
Are you qualified and capable of earning 12,6001
mo. or more? If you have a background in
and/or public relations and feel you are of TOP nub
lity,
Call 829-6916 for interview
!1
tRi

classifieds
WANTED:

Baseball cards, year
books and world series programs,
statues,
autographs,
sports
memorabrIra QUICK CASH See Dr.
Lapin. Bus Tower 753, Sr call 137

WAITRESS. Part or toll time. Will
wear kimono as un dorm . Knowledge
of Japanese and aaaaa ese food

For Sale

Announcements

BEER MAKING
In lust 3 weeks
you wrIl be drinktng Import type
Neer for half the once of Coors. We
will s
your success! Kg, 521.95.
Call BMA at 2501447.

0111
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and save money. too
Enroll now.’ Information al 1.5
011 ice, or call III Sill,

Factory Center), Campbell.

Please call 94.1-1441 or 947 MO.

PROCESS SERVERS: Over 18, own
Car. U.S c linen Several openings.
Pay is Se/per service and ult. I will
train you For info., call 270.2911.

rest

s and pubs ot Germany
for many a traveller can now be
yours. Great for parties and prar

OS F. is P.m. SO
wpm Need mature person 2 year
rornminment preferred. Call 177

fecal around the home

UNIVERSITY

,

363e In the MUSIC Department,

499S Stevens Creek Blvd.

Inc.. P.O. Box 2204, Sunnyvale. CA

Most be available 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Could lead to lull lime. Apply at 702
N. 4th. M.F from 2 lo.S p.m. Pay

MINISTRY WORSHIP:
Protestant, I p.ns. Sundays, Roman
Sundays
and
Catholic,
I p.m.
Episcopal. 1,30 p.m. first and third
Sundays at the Campus Christian
Center, 311 $. lOW Street.
HI SKI FANS!
Memberships are still available for
this year. Stop by the Ski Club table
next to the Student Union. Non
Students are welcome. Get ready for
the B
last on Sept. 27. For
more information, call Sandy at379

after 6 pm 14001 738 3231

SIthr. salary.
DIAL and SMILE
Days or eves. Start immediately for
merchant advertising campaign.

525.000. No qualifying with creative
financing. Save gas
in welkme
Good rental
’distance of SJSU

Help me keep it running.
MOB
Good Oa, your hours. experience
Call Carl at 297 MO
required

at 241 1312 or 257.1717.

Ida yst

Starter clUll club set
SA-LE
Portable
bag
and
cart.
14eartnlist ansphlrer.

FOR
with

traveling bar
AM/FM.
and

Mental hygiene class notes. Also,
FREE KITTENS. Call 353 1170.

ISO

KEF

boxes

watts
speaker

with

speaker

stands

end

sportation

No experrenre

ALL

best

offers

Call 291,2300 alter SO.m

THINK hard Sandy FT You’ll never
guess? I’m true Kay.Doel Lore in
LOT, your mon...y.144e.
CONGRATULATIONS Gamma Phi
Beta pledgest Dana, Dawn, Diana,
, Leslie,

Julie, Heidi,

Lan, Michelle. Laura and Charlie.
We lore you. Spar’s Kids,

START. Being sold outside the SJSU
Bookstore by the Public Relation
Student SOC illy of America.
WORKSHOP of

Ira

Progoff’s

In
be

lensive Journal Method. TO
conducted Oct. 10 II at Campus
Christian Center. Call MUNN for
More details
Sierra Club is
BACKPACKING
hostong a weekend backpack ti ip to
Yosemite on Sept 7/ and HI For
info , attend our meeting on Sept W
in the S U
I pm
Room. All are welcome.
at

INTERNS/VOL
and support

counse beg

Sexual

Program

Abuse

COslanoan
for
services

COLLEGE STUDENTS
and
Monday Friday
evenings
Saturday
mornings
Telephone
sales. Easy way to earn full tinie
Money Most representatives earn
5447 per how . Guaranteed salary
and bonus. For Interview, call Mr.
B urns/0904 7151.
COMPANIONS
to
disabled
childreniadit Its s3.35 per hour to
start

Training provided.

Flexible

hours Over II Also hiring Spanish
bilingual
Call
the
Community
Assocs./ton tor the Retarded at 154
0111 or 944 2254

Treatment

Cali Diane Gem at 0$9

2415
CAR POOL front Sunnyvale Hours,
MWF. It:100.rn to 13:11111.m TTX
In tu3lllp.m. Will extend Call
’
735.9540

Automotive

DRIVER/WAREHOUSEMAN 54 SO
per hour. 4 hours daily or several
days per week Steady Heavy meat
boles. Good driving record. For an
interview. call Mr Otto at 791 4900
PART TIME POSITIONS open now

TWO Bedroom apartment Ifurts or
unionist S300375 . A Ise studio (korner
unfurls, S220 24S. All close In cam.

for

a

new
Sell
couples
for
Product weekends at flea markers
s
i00estment/4pm
No
fairs.
Own boss/good money. Call 711 NM

FOR BALL ’73 VW Bug New tires
and rtirls. Very good condition
52.10110. Call 2771743.

20 years experience. All
nd aa
,
Accuracy,

deadlines

teed. IBM Corr,
Sel II, So. SR INssonstIoll woo.
Call Kathie at 578 1211 from ’a.m. to
9 m
TYPING

Research,

FOR SALE. Super 3 Mktg.. 11/2 ba
Fireplace. 1.700 square Net, partial
basement. Reduced 520.000 to sell
Good area. Walking distance to
SJSU Good student rental. 449 S
lith SI Call George at 161E282 or

wedding

HIM. 3RD., No. 023
7174304
EXPERIENCED
qualrly

work
Will

TYPIST
Papers
type

High

returned
anything

.

.

.

.

SECRETARY avarlabk.. Part time
Legal, general office background
C.ili 10151 792 5311.

TYPING ACCURACY, NEATNdSS
AND
TEED.

DEADLINES
GURAN
Ep. in masters, reports,

and
CHIROPRACTIC CARE Full spine.
etremily and nutrition. Low cost_
Esp reduced rates tor students and
Chiropractic
Palmer
College. West. in Sunnyvale. Donald
Kelley, Senior Intern, Clinic. 244
96S41. Hours. 1 to’ p.m.
elderly.

dissertations. Approved by
SJSU Grad. Office IBM Set II, Call

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
papers.

protects,

Jan 5 I)

0301.70
Includes air, hotel. transfers
444 E. William St.
San Jose, CA95117 ’
One Wk, 50.01 .1 campus

Theses,

etc.

Can’t} 1613

Correcting II Call Cynthia at 21/
Santa Clara), or Mary at 915
2261 (Mt. View’.
1433

STUDENT TRAVEL
Our serviCeS cost you nothing ext. x
We specrahae in rnternationai

_
UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
TYPING. 2027159
20011 SEVENTH ST.

Janet at 227912$

domestic
flights.
TRIP
ANL’,
TRAVEL PLANNING COMPAN
444 E William St. 11001 and Won I,
San Jose, CA 95112. OW I day’ si

SAN JOSE. CA

ALL TYPING
Fast, professional,
accurate Sel II. Theses and term
papers
Risher’s,
a
sp., tall

Open! days a wcek

IBM

week. Hours Mon. 9.5; Tues. tot
9.6; Sat 9 S. Sun node S. Cat
792.1613.

TYPING

Theses. ferns papers. glc.
Experienced and fast Reasonable
rale, Call 769 8174

Spartan Dag’,
Classifieds
really wa;

- AUDI
I
IT!
The widest selection of the highest
fidelity at the Merest prices We are
starting out our filth year as SJSUss
complete

consumer

electronrcs

Send 04.3S to Dynamic Study mas 53
Cumberland St. San Francisco, CA

For quotes, information. or sound
advice, call 255 1150, Moneay thru
Thursday, tam to s p
Fwd.,
thri, Sunday, 10 a m to 10 p.m Ask
for Ken
AKAI

GXCWSO
tape cassette
Triple head, some warranty left
Paid Sill, Must sell tor 5300. Call

Donal 2974747,

94110.
MN

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

utilities and phone. Call 203.1130.
with

NEW YEAR
IN HAWAII
Jan oilWu a:
5
11
Jan

TYPING: One letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or resumes.
Quality work at reasonable PM,
THE
Call
EXECUTIVE’S
ASSISTANT al 1501141.

buying service with 250 brands of
audio, video, tape and accessorres

WATCH your grades soar with
dynamic studying, an "citing new
approach to studying that shows yOU
to concentrate, organite material
and remember, more elk, tneely

.
_
studious
ROOM FOR RENT to
Nice house in
Irma le student
Milpitas 1170 per month, including

private

bedroom
bath available m a nice home near
and
Saratoga
Are.
2110
Hwy
MASTER

Travel

B EST PRICES
BEST MACHINE
B EST TYPIST

theses. etc.

IBM SellCorreclong II, Santa Clara
area. Call Cynthea at 2470023,

Print Your Ad Here:
iCouni arprOsimineiY 30reithra

I.

"41

(Effective: Fall 1980)
Each

Swimming pool and laundry row.
available. Contact John 0 20$-$137

addi
Ono
day

Two

Those

Four

Rye

FOR RENT 2 bdrm.. 2 ba.pl. Only
at
2 Winks to cameras. Stem

days

dorm

days

treys

day

3 Mhos

0280

$350

$389

04.05

04.20

1 70

5551. NM St., No. 27.6350/mo.

a linos

$300

$420

$450

44.75

14.90

70

Sanas

$4 20

04 90

0020

0041

$5.60

$ 70

6Mo,

$ 4 90

05 60

$595

$6.t$

45.30

170

d70

$ 70

$ 70

$ 70

FOR RENT: Very large room 71 30
11. S120 per mo. Utilities pd. 78 S
10th Phone 201 1115 after 2 pm

Wynne

Print name
Add..
City

Ineksead

S

Each eddrhonsi an. add

_ .
ROOM in Blossom Hill Large yard,
d,shwastrer.
neighborhood.
quiet
carpeted 5)50 plus first la,1 and

70

Minimum Three Linos One Day

deposit Call 629 6755

&miaow ham lee Neoax’
5 Ones 130 00

Lost and L’ound

Check

Classthcishon

10 11nes 146 00

15 lines

277-3175

00 00

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO.
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Deadline Toro days prior to publicetion
_
1 Journallosm teats on 9/9 in
JC 224 If found, please call 156 1409
or contact Journalism Office
LOST

IME

Announcements

Hole Wonted

Personals

Aniemotove

Homing

Services

For Solo

Loot and Found

Simon

,

Reports, theseS, term papers. Past
and accurate. Call 2499413.

quickly.

LEARN TO FLY
Advanced and primary taught S2.00
Call
ground. 15.00 dual sourly)

201 2300 alter Sum.
IDEAL

TYPING
forrnis.

TYPING Esperienced Sec
all, low cost, accurate, lass
/Wahl, Pam. 747.16111. eves

Selectric II. Call Canniest 1003447.

wedding

Your

MOVING AND HAULING. Have
large truck available for all sorts of
togs. Call Roy al 291.6917.

Phone survey for political cam
Peign Contact Scott al 727 11711.
A VERY good posstbrIrly to make
540,0000, more a year vita part time
basis with good opporlundies Call

1186 Loncoln

Ave Call 786 6110 or WU 2416,

TYPING SERVICE.

Stereo

and universally under stood
Imes, award *ammo photograph,

20/ 871/
TIME

reliessous

services. study groups. 500.1 events
and counseling. 300 5 10th St., phone
2150204 Fr Dan Derry. Sr. Joan
Panetta, Ms. aaaaa DeManti, Rev,
Peter
Notts
F irnhaber.
Rev.

Services

Ints No pets. NS 74311.

355. LMADEN AVE.
CALL 294-0535 FOR
INFOOR APPOINTMENT

otter

Daniel at 791 4157
!YONNE
Save a life ... Mole. Call Tim al the
Hyatt.

For the

HELP SELF
BY HELPING OTHERS

s

manuals, resumes, etc.
Itastrldge Area MAIM

Typing

to

call John al 40 7101

OFFICIAL Police Whistles 113.001.
JUST A
NOT A SOLUTION

Child

-aTrustwor-Ilty

Share my
apartment. I an, a cerebral palsied
man with a voice defect. Free rent

LOOKING

Housing

DONATE BLOOD PLASMA
HYLAND PLASMA CENTER

mm n

SCHOOL of Ballet Arts: Ballet in
struction for all ages and levels.
and
detailed
in
Personalreed

photographs by John Eric Paulson
are expressions 01 1000 sof, elegant

354 1092.

Refernted Church ot America 1447
Bryan Ave., Si 214 421S Sun Serv
11:31and 10:45. Sun schooln 10

campus

and

struction in new Inc
I WOULD like te-f-f-i
woman companion

photographer,

range you can afford. 5100 and up.
For beautiful pictures call James al

Help Wanted

Cathoin

2711

Contact Carol al 246 1640

IT hi

Roman

Call 354

accepted.

DIAL A SPIRITUAL THOUGHT
209.5515. Church of the Chimes.

CENTER
Protestant

CHRISTIAN

CAMPUS

Koopman.

Personals

for
in
AM’s
aide
WEEKEND
student
Los
disabled graduate
Gatos 1440 per hour. Own Iran

table with lamp 1 piece bedroom
set, sold as unit only Nothing over
HO.

WEDDING Photography in a pr.ce

Easy work. cam bonus program.
Full or part time. call 2474712.

property. 449 S. 14th St. Call George

tte.11111.
trumpet

Part time.

13.20 to start. Bring this ad with you.

4237, Shirlee at 914-01103 or Dan at

Student

WIENERSCHNITZEL:

FOR SALE Sola and two matching
chairs Good condition S100 Call

FOR SALE: 3 bdrm.. i 1,2 bo.. 1,700
sq. It. Good area Great Wry, below
market. 594,500, owner will carry

1

RANDS

SECRETARY

I tor 1203
(includes tax and shipprng I Send
cash or check to. German Imports.

CAMPUS

Call 277 1199.
bracelet
colo.ed
Gold
LOST:
REWARD.
value.
Sentimental

COLORFUL COASTERS
Imported from Germany. What was
item
from
the
collectors
a

94087.

Necklace pendant, moose
scrimshaw
REWARD.

in

desirable, but not required. APON in
person, eyes , at Komatsu Japanese
Cuisine, 915 Central Ave. lat the

NEED FURNITURE?
Call Cart Furnrture Rental
914 0033
Santa Clara, CA MN

LOST.
design

COnadrUltrepubiseatonntlat, noiv

a

Septimther 26, 1980

Paw 6

’ HERE HE COMES,
cuLOY(
TISE PRESICEHT OF THE
NiTED SrATES NItthtf!,)
1)

spartagLiide
The Student California
Teachers Association will
continue its membership
drive through today. For
information, call Rich Masters at 415 ) 797-4388.

Dly Street

Frank Deale

of , iF You
-You’VE EARNED
TOTE PAY tuer4Ad6 IRELAX
(YOUR QuARIER..WAiT
%To THE eus 9TkrioN.
HERE.
Six BLOCK- S0
fRoZAR T. YoU
WO -WHAT HAVE
SPARE A atiARRR
YOU got P4
HERE . A
So x CAN RAY
DEAD P9NY
"SAO 1/1/AtERs?

ttocs is
AI

SAYNA 104.77(o---’nU LoOSEN CONE AROUND ibMoRR;;;
3
JP
Itt PAY YoU ANoTNER7
UP YOUR WALLET
ARTER ID CAR Rsf
CT* ThIS lboR, FRAtij
flAc
T
Two
ealT
LAME KiD

C7:7

i

San Jose wants
women under 35
to be firefighters

The Bettmann Archive

practice workout from 1:30
to 2:30 today at PE 101. For
information, call Larry P.
Tomovic at 298-6030

Spartan Oriocci is havfeaturing "ArThe International ing a dance
at 9:30 tomorrow
Steering Committee is ac- rival"
at the San Jose Concepting applications from night
vention Center.
groups who want to participate in their semi-annual
Campus Ministry is
International Food Bazaar.
having Sunday Worship
Pick up applications at the
services at 5 p.m. for ProInternational Center, 360 S.
testants and at 8 p.m. for
11th St., or call Muriel or
Catholics at the Campus
Ray at 277-3690 or 279-4575.
Christian Center Chapel,
300 S. 10th St. For informaFaculty -Staff Chess
298-0204
Players: Want to join a tion, call
chess ladder? If so, call S.
Indian Students AssoRice at the English Departciation will have a movie,
ment, 277-3363.
"Mere Mechaboob," 5 p.m.
The German Club will Sunday at Morris Dailey
have a German party at Auditorium. For informa7:30 tonight. For informa- tion, call 964-4396.
tion, call 277-2583.
Wasburn Hall is having
SJSU SHOTOKAN Ka- a French cafe brunch from
rate Club will have its first 10 a.m. to noon Sunday at

the Wasburn Hall patio. St. For information. call
Reservations are neces- 277-3690.
sary. For information, call
277-3480.
"Nutrition on the Go,"
a six -week course offered
through Leisure Services,
will begin at 7 p.m. MonStudents For Economday. For information, visit
ic Democracy are having a
the Associated Students
meeting at 3:30 p.m. MonBusiness Office at the Studay at the S.U. Almaden
dent Union, street level.
Room. For information,
call Kathy at 297-0754.
Alpha Lambda Delta is
having its first meeting and
pizza at 7:15 Monday night
at the S.U. Pacheco Room.
For information, call 2777673.
SJSU Amateur Radio
Club is having a meeting at
3:30 Monday in the Engineering Building, room 135.
International Center
will host a speaker, author
Dr. Bonclarevsky, at 3:30
p.m. Monday at 360 S 11th

Ik

1
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Reagan speaks

blasted
Reagan
Carter’s
President
economic policies saying
they were based on "the
assumption that government control is best."
contrasted
Reagan
that with his own plans to
stimulate the economy by
"reducing the tax burden
on the average citizen."
Reagan said he is
proposing a 10 percent per
year cut in personal income tax for 1981 through
1983.
At the same time,
Reagan said he would
reduce
government
spending by 2 percent his
first year in office. He said
he expects a total reduction
of 7 percent by the end of
his term of office in 1985.
Reagan promised that
his policies would balance
the federal budget by 1983
and still be able to finance

an increase in defense
spending.
"My plan will be
simply to squeeze, cut and
trim," he said. "There is
enough fat in the federal
government to wash the
world if it was rendered
into soap.
"Many have called my
plan
inflationary.
However, why is it that
when people spend their
money it is called inflationary, and when the
government takes your
money and spends it, it’s
not?"
Reagan claimed that
during his eight years as
California’s governor, he
cut state spending in half.
"I vetoed 984 measures
worth $16 billion," he said.
"My basic plan will be
to get the government off
the backs of the American
people."
Yesterday’s event was
a homecoming of sorts for
Reagan. In 1966, he kicked
off his campaign for
governor by visiting the
same Sunnyvale electronics plant.
In addition to McCloskey,
two
other
Republican congressmen
appeared on the podium
witi, Reagan. They were
William Royer of San
Mateo and John Rousselot
of Los Angeles

The campus chapter of
Sigma Delta Chi, the
Society of Professional
Journalists, will have a gettogether barbeque at
Vasona Park on Oct. 19.
For information on the
barbeque or SDX membership call Patty at 9641326.

1980 Beer Brewed by Muller Brewing Co Milwaukee. Wls

by Jackie Rae
The city of San Jose is currently recruiting women
interested in a firefighting career. The city has no women
on its firefightting staff now.
Doris Evans, who is a rerruiter for the city, said that
applicants must pass a written exam, physical agility test
and appear for an oral interview. A medical exam is the
last step in the recruiting program. Evans said.
Requirements for the job are a high school diploma or
G.E.D. (General Education Degree). Applicants must be
between the ages of 18 and 34.
"If a person will turn 35 before the hiring process is
completed, they are not eligible," Evans said. The age
and education requirements are the same for both men
and women, she said.
Evans also said that men and women both have to
pass the same physical exam in order to qualify for the
post.
"We are not lowering the requirements in order to
recruit more women," she said.
Evans said that the physical exam is difficult and
’ Nly strength. The city
demands a large degree of up:
has organized an ori,ntation pr. .am that introduces
women (and interested men) to use k.t.ds of physical
activity the job entails.
"The orientation program aids them in passing the
physical exam. It teaches them how to get into shape for
this type of work," Evans explained.
"We want them to know exactly what they will have to
do so they can decide if they want to go through all of the
hiring steps," Evans said.
The city has not been given a quota to fill, Evans said.
"They would just like to include women in the firefighting
staff. The city of San Jose will also be sponsoring a "Job
Faire" tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Evans said. The
faire will be held at City Hall, 801 N. First St., and will
have various booths set up to answer questions about
firefighting and other city jobs.
According to Evans, the city has openings for park
rangers, bilingual police officers, data processing and
clerical positions and also in the Housing Department.
The personnel office will be open during the faire and
applications will be taken, she said.
For more information on firefighting and other city
openings, call 277-4204.

-continued from page 1
Reagan pointed to the
American steel industry as
an example of an industry
that has been damaged by
excessive governmental
regulation.
"There are 5,600 different regulations and 27
separate agencies that
regulate the steel industry - many overlap with each
other. No one knows what
the other is doing."

SJSU varsity baseball
is sponsoring a "hit-athon" to raise funds for the
1981 season. For information, call the baseball
office at 277-2216.

Now comes Miller time.

